Dear magic city fly fisher club,

thank you for taking you time to come here to are class espelley matt because he came from Livingston. Now Livingston is far from Billings. Well any wear where was i oh ok my favorite part was when you Matt tiy that fly with his eyes close. Also my favorite part was when he decided to give us the fly he did.

Your friend, Shylee

MRS O'Donnell

Shylee

Thank you!
Dear magic city fly fishing club,

Thank you for coming to our fifth grade class. I had a lot of fun making a wooly bugger that day and I hope we will catch a bunch of fish when we go fishing at Lake Elmo in the summer. And by the way, I liked how you tied a fly with your eyes closed, that was cool when you did that. I will make more at home and show my mom, dad and my little brother how and we will get the stuff and make some and go fishing in the summer.

Your friend,

Brihanna

(Mrs. O'donnell's fifth grade)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for teaching us how to tie a fly, I learned a lot from you guys. You taught me a lot of things I didn't know. It was so much fun and I thank you for teaching us this. I will always be using the fishing lure when I go fishing. I don't know if it will work, but I will try my best to make it work. Thanks for visiting us.

Sincerely yours

Samuel,

(Mrs. Odonnell, 5th grade)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to our wonderful classroom. I loved making those fake caterpillars that was super fun to make those. I think when I go fishing with my dad next time I will make a fly tie with him and teach him how to make one.

That was super fun and my mom and dad were interested in how to make one. I think that was super fun and I would like to make one again sometime soon.

Your friend,
Elora

(Mrs. O'donnell's, fifth grade class)
Dear Magic city Fly fishing club,

Thank you for coming and teaching us to tie flies it was very fun and cool now I can catch fish much better and I hope I catch something bigger than the sucker fish I caught last father's day with it I enjoyed it a lot.

When I do go fishing again I will use it and fly tying to my list of outdoor hobbies and fly fishing I can't wait to use it.

You're friend

Javier

(Mrs. O'donnell's class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade classroom. I enjoyed learning how to learn how much water is there in the ocean and a lot of other cool stuff. I like how much the water is in the world he said at least 75% of earth is water. The stuff that we learned about was how much water is in the ocean, river, ice, lakes, air and groundwater. The one that had the most water in it was the ocean. I thought that the groundwater had a lot but it just had a inch. There was a drop of water in air like two drops of water. I liked guessing what one has the most water and what one has the least we only got one right.

Sincerely yours,

Kayla

(Mrs. O’donnell 5th grade)
Dear Magic Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade class. I had fun tying flies and learning how to.

It will be fun to fish with the fly that I tied yesterday and I hope that that fly will catch a couple fishes.

My favorite part was to see Mr. Mike tie a fly with his eyes closed. That was awesome!

Your friend

Leland

(Mrs. O'donnell's class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing club,

Thank you for taking your time and coming to our classroom. I enjoyed learning how to tie flies. For some reason I enjoyed using the vice. I liked learning stuff like the magic spot. My favorite part was when mr. matt tied a fly with his eyes closed and surprisingly he did very good. I liked when mr. matt asked jacob if he was handing him a booger. And now I love fly tying.

Sincerely yours

Trevor

(mrs. o’donnell’s fifth grade)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for teaching me and my friends how to tie flies. When I tied my fly I wanted to keep that as my hobby until I go ice fishing my favorite part is when Matt was tying flies with his eyes closed. Now I want to go to the Sports Event in January I'm excited to tie flies with you guys in January. When I go fishing I will remember to use my fly I tied. It is so fun to tie flies now I always want to go fishing last time I went fishing was in the summer about 2 years ago. Now I'm getting ready in about a month or 2 to go ice fishing with my dad and my 2 brothers. My brother saw my fly he thought it was cool my brother said when he dissected fish he said it was fun and cool when he used his fly to catch it. I hope you guys good luck.

From

Ryder 7

(Mrs O’Donnell’s 5th grade class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing club,

Thank you for visiting our classroom. I really enjoyed when Mr. Matt tied flyed blinded. that was really cool. I thought that he was going to cut himself. I think I remember how to do it i'll tell you if you forgot I don't know so here we go. Then you will put the hook in make sure the hook does not wiggle. then you rap the string around the hook to the magic spot. Then you put one the red yarn so there is a tail the tail i's only supposed to be a pinch. Then you wrap some string around the yarn. Then you put on the black yarn one it. Then you rap the string one it. then you put one the feather on the hook. Then you rap it up in string. Then you push the tip of the feather to make a point on it. then you put the tip of the feather on the magic spot. Then you wrap the tip of the feather with steer. then you wrap the feather around the hook. then you cut the string very carefully. so I think those are all the steps for how to tie a fly and when that man came to do the water stuff I can't believe that one of those bottles had oily one drop so thank you for coming.

Sincerely your friend

makenzie

(mrs.o'donnell's class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade classroom. It was really fun to tie fly with you. I thought when Mr. Matt tied the fly with his eyes closed was really cool. I don't think I would be able to do that. I liked the jokes you made when Jacob was handing you the yarn and the feather. It was pretty funny. I am glad you showered before you came. I am excited for when I go up to Fort Peck Lake and get to fish with it. I really enjoyed having you here! When you tied the the feather around the caterpillar I thought it was really fascinating! Thank you so much for coming in. I really enjoyed you being here! It was so fun! Thank You for everything! You really taught me a lot. Now I can tie my own flies!

Your friend,

Hannah

(Mrs.Odonnell's 5th grade)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming. I had the time of my life when I made the Wooly bugger. I am excited to fish with the wooly bugger and it was funny when my teacher called the fly fish thingy a wooly bugger. It was hilarious. I couldn't help myself. I was laughing so hard I couldn't stop. Thank you for coming to my fifth grade class.

Sincerely yours,

Kailey

(Mrs. O'donnell's class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my classroom. I liked how Mr. Matt tied a fly with his eyes closed, and I hope you do the tiefling classes again. I still have all the flies I tied. My siblings want to learn how to tie flies. I hope when we go fishing I catch a fish.

From,

Gavii

Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my classroom. It was really fun to tie flies. Thank you for teaching us how to do it. I did it once with my Dad but I forget some of it then I remember what to do but I lean a lot with how to get your feather back when it fall off. It was cool when Mr. Matt ties flies with his eyes close.

From,

Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank all of you for coming to our fifth grade class. I really liked when Mr. Matt was tying a fly with his eyes closed. It was really funny when his string came off the thingy. He made a funny expression too. I truly am really grateful for everyone of you that helped me because I would have never made it thru on my own. So thank you for all the help and support! Also I thought how the feather just sprawled out like that was really fascinating.

Yours truly,

Kyilee

(Mrs. O'Donnell 5th grade)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing club,

Thank you for teaching us how to make fly tying so i can make some when i am a grown up and i can make some for my brother and my sister and my kids and my mom and my dad and my uncle and my aunt and my wife and my cousins and thank you for how we be safe with it.

From,

Charlie

---

Dear magic city fly fish club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade class. I love what you guys are doing so don't stop now because you inspire me allot and not just me you inspire my whole class room and you even inspire my sister to get a fly tying kit. I thought that when you tie that fish that was awesome.

Your friend,

Will

---

Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade class. When I go fishing again I will be sure to tell my family how tie a Wooly Bugger. Thank Mr. Matt for giving us his extras! We will be drawn for them today. I had fun learning how to make a Wooly Bugger. I can't wait until we go fishing in May. I am having fun learning about fish and how to fish. In the future, I will be sure to use the techniques that I have learned and will learn for fishing. I will tell other people about the things that I learned. Thank you for coming to my class!

From

Ciara

(Mrs.Odonnell's fifth grade class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade class. My favorite part was when I finished the wooly worm. I can’t wait to use it one day. I really enjoyed making it. I can’t wait to make another one. I appreciate you guys taking your time to teach us how to tie flies.

SINCERELY,

Casey

Dear magic city fly fishers fishing club,

Thank you for coming in our classroom and teaching us how to fly tie and helping me make a wooly worm or a fly ,caterpillar .wooly bugger. What i could the my fly tie was a wooly bugger and the most thing that loved was the part that when i got to put the yarn the string , when i got to put the feather on and when i twist the feather i think to me it was cool how the father looked shaky and i loved how when Matt closed his eyes and made a wooly worm it was cool.

Sincerely,

akaiah

(Mrs. O’Donnell 5th grade)

Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my fifth grade class. My favorite part was when Mr. Matt tied a fly with his eyes closed it was awesome. I liked showing my family my fly they thought it was cool my stepdad said he would keep it on his fly holder as a good luck charm I think that it is a good idea.

Sincerely yours,

Rylee

(Mrs. O’Donnell’s fifth grade class)
Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to Bitterroot Elementary (Mrs. O'Donnell's class). I enjoyed learning how to fly tying and watching Mr. Matt with his eyes closed. It was pretty impressive! It was cool that the feather made it look like a worm. It was funny how the string Mr. Matt used was glittery and all the of them were normal. I enjoyed you guys and hope that you all come back soon.

Sincerely,

Landor

Dear Magic City Fly Fishing Club,

Thank you for coming to my classroom and showing us how to tie fly. I had so much fun learning how to tie fly. My grandpa will love it he loves fishing. My favorites times were when we made the tie flies and when Mr. Matt chose me to help him. So he got the right pieces. It was funny when he ask if the piece was a bugger. Thank you for coming on your time and teaching us how to. I'm going to show my grandpa how to tie fly. So we can go fishing and get a lot of fish.

You friend,

Jacob

(Mrs. O'Donnell's 5th grade)